Diamond origin and genesis: A C and N stable isotope study on diamonds from a single eclogite xenolith (Kaalvallei, South Africa)
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A B S T R A C T
In order to study the geochemistry of diamonds formed during similar growth conditions in a very localised environment in the mantle, we carried out a detailed study of the variation in δ15N, δ13C, N content, and N aggregation state of 35 diamonds in a single eclogite xenolith from the Kaalvallei kimberlite in South Africa. Diamond nitrogen contents determined by infrared spectroscopy range from 239 ppm to 1272 ppm, and are positively correlated with nitrogen aggregation states which vary from 11.5% to 43.7% of IaB defects. Modelling of these parameters using second order reaction kinetics suggests that the diamonds likely represent a single population which has been resident in the mantle at temperatures of 1090 °C to 1190 °C. δ13C values of the diamonds analysed range from −6.0% to −4.2%, while δ15N values vary from −8.9% to −4.1%, with no correlation between δ13C and δ15N. These values account for 5% and 15%, respectively, of the worldwide diamond N content precludes the accurate identification of the fluid species involved in diamond growth, the lack of correlation may indicate the involvement of a carbonate- or CO2-type fluid. The observed range in negative δ15N values for all the diamonds analysed are within the limits of the so-called mantle range (δ15Nmantle = −5 ± 2‰) which is consistent with a mantle origin for these diamonds. Negative δ13C is inconsistent with diamond formation from recycled (crustal) material which is enriched in 15N (i.e. positive δ15N).

1. Introduction

The high strength and inert nature of diamond makes it an ideal substance on which to study the interior of the earth from e.g. the base of the lithosphere (150–250 km) to the transition zone, and also in to the lower mantle (>660 km; Stachel et al., 2000a,b). Thus, diamond and its impurities can provide insight into aspects of mantle mineralogy as well as the origin of the lithosphere and its evolution. (Deines et al., this issue; Kaminsky et al., this issue; Batumike et al., this issue; Sobolev et al., this issue). Based on the mineralogy and major element chemistry of inclusions in diamonds, it is by now well established that diamond crystallises primarily in two differing lithologies, namely peridotite and eclogite (Sobolev, 1977; Stachel and Harris, 2008; references therein). Over the last 30 years, these studies have also helped constrain our understanding of e.g. the temporal evolution of the lithospheric mantle (Shirey et al., 2002). Such studies, however, face a series of difficulties. Diamonds are usually recovered as mixed populations from the host kimberlite, and may represent a variety of high-pressure host rocks (as attested by e.g. the variability in the Cr and Ca content of peridotitic garnets occurring as inclusions in diamonds), derived from distinct temperature regimes in the mantle, which may correspond to varying diamond mantle residence times. The presence of such mixed populations might explain why typically only weak correlations between e.g. δ13C and diamond N contents are observed.

In order to constrain models of diamond genesis more accurately it is necessary to focus on diamond populations characterised by similar growth conditions e.g. those from diamond-bearing eclogite and peridotite xenoliths (see for instance Thomassot et al., 2007). Eclogite represents a comparatively minor component of the earth’s mantle...
(Schulze et al., 1996), yet may account for a significant proportion of the xenolith and diamond population at many kimberlites worldwide. Diamond-bearing eclogite also tends to predominate amongst diamondiferous xenoliths (Gurney, 1989). This over-abundance of diamond in eclogite was explained by Luth (1993) as being a consequence of two combined effects: (1) the relatively more reduced nature of eclogite compared to peridotite (O’Neill et al., 1993) would result in enhanced stability of diamond in eclogite (Luth, 1993), and (2) olivine-bearing mantle xenoliths such as peridotites are probably more easily altered and disaggregated relative to eclogite (Luth, 1993).

Diamond-bearing eclogites are unusually abundant at some of the kimberlites in South Africa e.g. the Kaalvallei kimberlite. Eclogites at the locality have also been well-studied (Viljoen, 2005). The current investigation therefore focuses on 35 diamonds extracted from a single eclogite (sample K8/109) from Kaalvallei, and serves to complement an earlier study on diamonds from a diamondiferous peridotite recovered at the Premier diamond mine (Thomassot et al., 2007). It also aims to provide insights into the other major high-pressure diamond host, namely eclogite. Observed relationships between carbon and nitrogen isotopic composition, and diamond growth, place constraints on (a) the origin of eclogitic diamonds and their relationship with their eclogitic host, (b) diamond genesis in relation to metasomatic processes, and (c) the implications thereof for models of diamond growth in the subcratonic lithosphere.

2. Xenoliths and diamonds at Kaalvallei

The Kaalvallei kimberlite is located in the Free State region of South Africa, on the farm Kaalvallei 12, approximately 7.5 km from the town of Welkom along the Welkom–Virginia road (Fig. 1 in Viljoen, 1994; Viljoen, 2005). It occurs on the Kaapvaal craton, and intrudes shales and sandstones of the Ecca Group. The occurrence comprises of a roughly circular main pipe with surface area of 2 ha, and a satellite intrusion located 300 m west of the main pipe (Stiefenhofer, 1989). Monticellite-bearing kimberlite varieties predominate and the main pipe is classified petrographically and isotopically as a Group I kimberlite (Smith, 1983; Skinner, 1989), with an Rb–Sr mica age of 85±1 Ma (Viljoen, 1994).

The diamond-bearing xenolith under consideration, K8/109, was previously described by Viljoen (2005). It is bimineralic, comprising mainly of clinopyroxene (70%) and garnet (30%), with trace diamond (<1%). Based on texture, it is a Group I eclogite (i.e. coarse rocks with large rounded garnets, set in a matrix of coarse clinopyroxene; MacGregor and Carter, 1970). As is typical for Group I eclogite xenoliths (including many diamond-bearing eclogites), elevated Na2O in garnet as well as K2O in clinopyroxene is observed (McCandless and Gurney, 1989; Viljoen, 2005). Garnet in the xenolith is comparatively Fe-rich (15.32 wt.% FeO), contains substantial TiO2 (0.44 wt.%) but has low Cr2O3 (0.20 wt.%; Viljoen, 2005). The occurrence of diamond in a Group I eclogite from Kaalvallei is consistent with the view that these represent a major high-pressure source rock for diamond (Robinson et al., 1984; McCandless and Gurney, 1989).

Most of the diamonds in Kaalvallei eclogite xenolith K8/109 are colourless with unresorbed octahedral shapes, and with weights ranging from 0.12 to 1.65 mg (0.0006 to 0.0082 carats). The occurrence of small, unresorbed octahedral diamonds in the xenolith is also typical of diamonds from other eclogites at Kaalvallei (Kiviets, 2000), as well as for eclogites from other localities worldwide e.g. the Orapa kimberlite in Botswana (Robinson et al., 1984). No inclusions were encountered in any of the diamonds examined.

3. Analytical techniques

Diamonds were analysed by micro-Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy using a Nicolet Magna-IR 550 to determine both nitrogen content (N_{ftir}) and nitrogen aggregation state. Spectrum acquisition was accomplished over a spectral range of 650 cm^{−1} to 4000 cm^{−1}, with 300 scans collected at a resolution of 4 cm^{−1}. Nitrogen spectra were deconvoluted utilising a least squares approach, and nitrogen contents and aggregation states determined using an absorption coefficient of 16.5 at ppm cm^{−1} for A defects (Boyd et al., 1994a) and 79.4 at ppm cm^{−1} for B defects (Boyd et al., 1995a). Accuracies are better than 10% for nitrogen content and better than ±3% for nitrogen aggregation state.

Mass-spectrometer-based analysis of diamonds for nitrogen content, δ^{15}N and δ^{13}C followed the experimental procedure of Boyd et al. (1995b) with accuracies of 0.5%, and 0.1% (2σ) for δ^{15}N and δ^{13}C, as well as 5% for total nitrogen measurements. Each diamond was combusted in a pure oxygen atmosphere at a temperature of 1100 °C, and nitrogen was then separated from carbon dioxide using a mixture of CaO and Cu, with nitrogen oxides reduced to N2 (Boyd et al., 1994b). CO2 generated was analysed for carbon isotopic composition with a dual-inlet gas source mass spectrometer. Nitrogen concentrations in the gas produced by burning the diamond were measured with a...
capacitance manometer, and the nitrogen isotopic composition was determined with a home-made triple collector static vacuum mass spectrometer connected directly to the extraction line. Isotopic compositions are expressed using the conventional delta notation (defined for carbon as $\delta^{13}C = [^{13}C/^{12}C]_{\text{sample}}/[^{13}C/^{12}C]_{\text{V-PDB}} - 1 \times 1000$, and for nitrogen as $\delta^{15}N = [^{15}N/^{14}N]_{\text{sample}}/[^{15}N/^{14}N]_{\text{air}} - 1 \times 1000$).

4. Results

Nitrogen contents in the diamonds analysed (as determined by infrared spectroscopy) range from 239 to 1272 ppm (Table 1). Average nitrogen content (839 ppm) is 3× higher than the worldwide average of about 300 ppm (e.g. Deines et al., 1987, 1993, 1997; Cartigny, 2005; Donnelly et al., 2007). Nitrogen aggregation states (%B defects, Table 1) vary from 11.5% to 43.7% of Ib. Nitrogen content is positively correlated with diamond nitrogen content as determined by FTIR (Table 1), suggesting that the diamonds analysed are probably homogeneous in terms of nitrogen content. This is comparable to the observed range of mantle-derived carbon (i.e. $\delta^{13}C = -4 \pm 2\%$; Javoy et al., 1986). Nitrogen isotopic compositions (Table 1) show very little variation, ranging from $\delta^{13}C = -5\%$ to $-41\%$ (Fig. 4) with an average of $-6.9\%$. This range in $\delta^{13}C$ covers only 15% of the total observed spread in $\delta^{13}C$ for eclogitic diamonds worldwide, and falls within the so-called mantle range (i.e. $\delta^{13}C_{\text{mantle}} = -5 \pm 2\%$; Javoy et al., 1984; Javoy and Pineau, 1991; Cartigny, 2005).

Diamond nitrogen content as determined by combustion and manometry (i.e. $N_{\text{comb}}$; Table 1) is positively correlated (1:1) with diamond nitrogen content as determined by FTIR (Table 1), suggesting that the diamonds analysed are probably homogeneous in terms of nitrogen content. This is substantiated by the limited spread in $\delta^{13}C$ and $\delta^{15}N$. In contrast to the diamonds analysed previously from a diamond-bearing peridotite (Premier Mine; Thomasset et al., 2007), there is no clear correlation between $\delta^{13}C$, $\delta^{15}N$, and N contents in diamonds from Kaalvallei eclogite xenolith K8/109.

5. Discussion

5.1. Diamonds, xenoliths, and geothermometry

Nitrogen is the main crystallographic lattice impurity in diamond (Kaiser and Bond, 1959) and enters the carbon structure through single atom substitution of carbon to form Ib-type diamond. Initially, this singly-substitutional nitrogen diffuses fairly rapidly (i.e. over millions of years) to form atomic pairs (A defects in IbA diamond) due to a low activation energy associated with this process. Following this, these N-pairs diffuse to form clusters of 4 N-atoms surrounding a vacancy (B defects in IbB diamond). This takes billions of years to accomplish due to a higher activation energy for the reaction relative to the Ib to IbA conversion in diamond (Evans and Qi, 1982; Evans and Harris, 1989; Taylor et al., 1990).

The conversion of A defects (IbA diamond) to B defects (IbB diamond) can be modelled using the following equation (see Chrenko et al., 1977; Evans and Qi, 1982):

\[
\frac{1}{[\text{IbA}]} - \frac{1}{[\text{IbB}]} = \left( A \cdot \exp \left( -\frac{E_a}{RT}\right) \right) \cdot t
\]

where $N$ is the nitrogen content ([N] = [IbA] + [IbB]), A and R are constants with $A = 294,000$ ppm s$^{-1}$ and $R = 8.317$ kJ/mol/K, $E_a$ is the activation energy in eV (7 eV; Cooper et al., 1989), t is time in seconds and T is temperature in Kelvin.

Although the nitrogen aggregation state of diamond which is stored in the mantle over a very short interval (i.e. a few M.y.) will be a function of mantle residence time as well as mantle residence temperature, most natural diamonds reside in the mantle at long, geological time scales (> 10 M.y.) and in this case the resulting nitrogen aggregation...
state depends chiefly on temperature, with only a minor contributory effect from mantle residence time (Fig. 1).

The age(s) of the diamonds as well as that of the diamond-bearing eclogites from Kaalvallei is unknown. Griffin and O’Reilly (2007) is of the opinion that some (many?) mantle-derived eclogites worldwide may be comparatively young. Richardson et al. (1990, 1999)) and Richardson (1986) obtained Proterozoic ages of diamond crystallisation for eclogitic diamonds from other kimberlites on the Kaapvaal/Kalahari Craton. For instance, the Jwaneng, Orapa, Premier and Finsch kimberlites yield Sm–Nd ages for eclogitic inclusions in diamonds which are on the order of 0.99 to 1.58 G.y. Re–Os analysis of eclogitic sulphides in diamond have also resulted in older ages on the order of 2.9 G.y. (Shirey et al., 2004). It is therefore clear that the age of eclogitic diamonds, as well as that of diamond-bearing eclogites may be highly variable on a worldwide scale, with no clear consistency. In view of this we do not assume a specific mantle residence time for xenolith K8/109, but consider a number of possible mantle residence scenarios (Fig. 1).

The observed positive correlation between diamond N content and %B (Fig. 2) is consistent with a single diamond population being present in the diamond-bearing eclogite from Kaalvallei. The limited dependence of diamond nitrogen aggregation state on mantle residence time unfortunately does not allow the recognition of multiple diamond populations, unless there are very large differences in the age of diamond crystallisation for each population. In the present case, a minimum average mantle residence temperature of 1190 ± 10 °C is calculated from an assumed mantle residence time of 4.365 G.y, while a mantle residence temperature of 1190 ± 10 °C is calculated if mantle residence of 80 M.y. is assumed (Fig. 1). It is therefore clear that it would be extremely difficult to recognise multiple populations of diamond, based on calculated mantle residence time utilising infrared data. However, in any event, multiple populations of diamond in Kaalvallei eclogite K8/109 would be difficult to reconcile with the observed small ranges of δ15N and δ13C in the diamonds from the xenolith (Fig. 3).

The inferred mantle residence temperature of diamonds from xenolith K8/109 (∼1190 °C) is significantly lower than the 1243 °C equilibration temperature for the xenolith, calculated from Fe–Mg exchange between garnet and clinopyroxene (Ellis and Green, 1979) at an assumed pressure of 59 kbar (pressure estimated using the regional geotherm for the area surrounding Kaalvallei; Griffin et al., 2002). This difference in xenolith equilibration and diamond mantle residence temperature is highly significant, particularly as all Fe in garnet and clinopyroxene is assumed to be in the divalent form (Fe2+), resulting in calculated minimum temperatures. Furthermore, this difference between xenolith temperature and diamond temperature is not unique to Kaalvallei xenolith K8/109, but is also seen in all diamond-bearing eclogites previously studied from Kaalvallei (Viljoen, 1994; Kiviets, 2000; Viljoen, 2005), where differences in temperature between diamonds and host xenoliths may vary from 50 °C to as much as 154 °C. The absence of agreement between the diamond-derived and xenolith-derived temperatures may result from a number of factors. For instance, the differences may be the result of the under-estimation of the activation energy for the nitrogen-in-diamond thermometer (Ea). However this is unlikely as previous studies on other xenolith suites have reported fairly good correlation between xenolith- and diamond-derived temperatures (Viljoen et al., 2004; Creighton et al., 2007; Cartigny et al., 2004b). An alternative possibility could be that the eclogitic diamonds at Kaalvallei are comparatively young (e.g. a short mantle residence time on the order of 30 M.y. or less), in which case substantially higher mantle residence temperatures are calculated (on the order of 1250 °C). In addition, it is also possible that the Ellis and Green thermometer may lead to an overestimate of mantle temperature associated with thermal perturbation during transport in the kimberlite, which is probably not reflected in the diamonds resident in the enclosing xenolith.

5.2. Crystallisation of diamond in a pre-existing eclogite host rock

Based on trace element evidence (e.g. europium anomalies in garnet and clinopyroxene) as well as stable isotope studies (e.g. oxygen) it is likely that many mantle-derived eclogites may represent subducted, hydrothermally altered oceanic crust (reviewed by Jacob, 2004), or, alternatively, that they are high-pressure cumulates from eclogitic melts (Barth et al., 2002; Griffin and O’Reilly, 2007). In the case of Kaalvallei, Viljoen (1994), Kiviets (2000) and Viljoen (2005) is of the opinion that these diamond-bearing xenoliths represent the metamorphosed products of subducted oceanic crust, while Griffin and O’Reilly (2007) indicate that they may also represent the crystallised products of high-pressure mantle melts. Small europium

**Fig. 2.** Nitrogen content and aggregation state (3B) of diamonds from Kaalvallei eclogite xenolith K8/109. Isotopers are based on second order kinetics for nitrogen diffusion in diamond (Chen et al., 1977), and have been calculated for a mantle residence of 1.2 G.y. Note the large dependency of aggregation state on temperature, when compared to mantle residence time in Fig. 1. All the diamonds analysed are characterised by a small range of 0–10% (about the size of the symbol) and 10%, respectively (2σ).

**Fig. 3.** Histogram of δ13C isotopic compositions for 35 diamonds from Kaalvallei eclogite xenolith K8/109, and compared to the worldwide range. Each diamond locality has been weighted, to take the number of samples into account (as more than 10% of all published data on eclogitic diamonds are from Argyle). Modified from Cartigny (2005).
anomalies (Eu*/Eu = 1.2) in garnets from some of the Kaalvallei diamond-eclogites, including K8/109, is consistent with plagioclase fractionation and/or plagioclase accumulation during the formation of crustal protoliths to these xenoliths. Depletion or enrichment in Eu, when compared to the rest of the rare earth elements in eclogite minerals, is generally attributed to preferential incorporation of Eu into plagioclase, followed by accumulation or separation of plagioclase in the eclogite protolith (Weill and Drake, 1973; Jacob, 2004; references therein). In our view, the observed positive Eu anomalies in garnets from the Kaalvallei diamond-bearing eclogites are consistent with a metamorphosed, crustal (oceanic) origin for these eclogites. Furthermore, Jacob (2004; and references therein) argue that the nearly flat HREEs pattern (~10) of many eclogitic garnets (including K8/109; Fig. 4) is very unlike equilibrium REE patterns for garnet from high-pressure rocks, due to its mineral-melt partitioning characteristics. This, in association with bulk positive Sr anomalies in eclogites (also seen in K8/109), are interpreted by Jacob (2004) as evidence for a subducted and metamorphosed oceanic crust model for these rocks.

Oxygen isotopic compositions of garnets in Kaalvallei eclogite xenoliths range from +4.3‰ to +7.2‰ (Fig. 5), with +5.8‰ for garnets from xenolith K8/109. These compositions deviate substantially from the accepted mantle range (typically δ18Ogrt = +5 to +6‰, Muehlenbachs and Clayton, 1972; Mattey et al., 1994; Eiler, 2001). Such variations in oxygen isotopic compositions for eclogites are commonly interpreted as due to interaction of the protolith (oceanic crust) with seawater, resulting in both lower oxygen isotopic compositions (δ18O < +5‰ in oceanic gabbros) as well as higher oxygen isotopic compositions (δ18O +6‰ in oceanic basalts) when compared to the ‘mantle’ range (Gregory and Taylor, 1981). This range in eclogite oxygen isotopic compositions is comparable to that seen for ophiolites (Gregory and Taylor, 1981) and suggests that all layers of oceanic crust (e.g. from shallow basalt to deep gabbro) are possible precursors to mantle-derived eclogites (Jacob, 2004). Although ‘mantle-like’, the δ18O composition of garnet in Kaalvallei eclogite K8/109 is considered to not be a reflection of that of a mantle-derived protolith, as the trend in δ18O of basalt–seawater alteration shows a cross-over with magmatic (‘mantle’) fractionation (Gregory and Taylor, 1981; Jacob, 2004). However, it is noteworthy that Williams et al. (2007) do suggest that apparent O isotope depletion may be related to a mantle processes, and thus that the δ18O values of rocks derived from lithospheric mantle may not necessarily reflect those of their low-pressure protoliths. Williams et al. (2007) propose that the positive correlation between δ18Obulk and δ57Fe bulk found in some Kaalvallei eclogites may be related to isotopic fractionation during open-system processes operating within the lithospheric mantle. If this is really the case then it would not be possible to prove either a crustal or a mantle origin for Kaalvallei eclogites. In addition this model cannot explain O isotope enrichment (i.e. δ18O > +6‰) for some Kaalvallei eclogites. Therefore, these Kaalvallei diamond-bearing eclogites may be more likely related to a crustal protolith rather than mantle origin.

If all diamond-bearing eclogites at Kaalvallei do have an ultimate origin involved subducted oceanic crust as seem to be suggested by trace element and isotopic data, then it could be argued that the source of the carbon for the diamonds might be closely related to the original (crustal, oceanic) protolith. However, it is also possible that no relationship exist, e.g. if the diamonds are related to a subsequent, metasomatic process, with diamond formation therefore completely unrelated to the formation of the eclogite host (Taylor et al., 1998; Loest et al., 2003; Stachel et al., 2004; Thomasset et al., 2007, 2009). The role of subducted carbon in the formation of eclogitic diamonds is still the subject of much debate. Diamonds from K8/109 have δ13C-values falling within the so-called ‘main mantle range’ of 5 ± 2‰ (Fig. 3) as determined from mantle-related samples which include mid-oceanic ridge basalts, carbonatites, kimerlites and diamonds (Javoy et al., 1986). However, when viewed in isolation, variations in δ13C-values are not sufficient to constrain the origin of the carbon, as carbon is efficiently cycled between ‘internal’ and ‘external’ Earth reservoirs, and is thus likely in equilibrium (Javoy et al., 1982) – hence at geological times scales the amount and isotopic composition of degassed and subducted carbon is likely the same. In view of this a seemingly mantle-like δ13C signature does not necessarily exclude a subduction-related origin for the carbon.

Additional information can be obtained from nitrogen isotopic compositions in diamond. In contrast to carbon isotopic compositions, there is a nitrogen isotopic contrast between ‘inner’ and ‘outer’ earth reservoirs (as illustrated in Fig. 6). Most mid-ocean-ridge basalts (MORB), and also many diamonds, are characterised by negative δ15N with an average of −5 ± 2‰, while metasediments show positive value of δ15N. It is noteworthy that it is not possible to create negative δ15N values from positive δ15N through subduction and recycling, as devolatilization results in light 15N being lost preferentially over 14N – thus leading to even more positive δ15N (Bebout and Fogel, 1992). Diamond appears to be a good indicator of the source of its carbon and nitrogen, as supported by data on metamorphic diamonds from ultra-high-pressure metamorphic terranes (Cartigny et al., 2001b, 2004a). These are characterised by positive δ15N (e.g. up to 12.4‰), as would be expected for subduction-related nitrogen. In contrast, diamonds...
5.4. Fluid speciation

In the case of a reduced nitrogen isotopic composition, negative $\delta^{15}$N values result in significant isotopic and chemical heterogeneity. Furthermore, several studies extended this process to peridotitic and eclogitic melts, the situation is more complex. It has been suggested that nitrogen would tend to behave in an incompatible manner (Boyd et al., 1994a; Cartigny et al., 2001a), resulting in uncorrelated $\delta^{13}$C-$\delta^{15}$N covariations (Thomassot et al., 2007). In the case of oxidised fluids or melts (i.e. carbonate- or CO2-bearing fluids or melts), the situation is more complex. It has been suggested that carbon covariation in crystallising diamond will result. It should be possible to distinguish between these various fractionation trends (Fig. 8) because of opposing methane-diamond and carbonate-diamond fractionation factors (O$_{diamond}$-methane > 1 and O$_{diamond}$-carbonate-CO2 = 1, Bottinga, 1969). However, diamonds from the present study are characterised by rather small variations of $\delta^{13}$C-$\delta^{15}$N (Figs. 2, 3 and 7), and therefore no clear trend as calculated for the various fractionation models can be recognised (Fig. 8).

5.3. Diamond genesis as a consequence of metasomatism

The conflicting evidence for a subduction-related origin for many diamond-bearing eclogites (Eu and O isotope anomalies, Jacob, 2004; Viljoen et al., 2004) and the seemingly mantle-related origin of their diamonds (e.g. Kaalvallei xenolith K8/109; Cartigny et al., 2004a) can be reconciled in a scenario where diamond growth occurs through one or more stages of metasomatism. This is indeed supported by the apparent close spatial relationship of diamonds in eclogite xenoliths to metasomatic veins within the host eclogite (Schulze et al., 1996; Taylor et al., 2000), and suggests that diamond precipitation occurred during the infiltration of metasomatic fluids. Furthermore several studies extended this process to peridotitic sources using trace elements (Stachel et al., 1998; Thomsom et al., 2007, 2009) and inclusion mineralogy (Loest et al., 2003). Although no clear trend of $\delta^{13}$C and $\delta^{15}$N could be identified for the diamonds from Kaalvallei xenolith K8/109, the small range in C and N isotopic data for these diamonds (Fig. 7) are, however, compatible with a model of diamond formation through metasomatism by a single, homogenous fluid, rather than e.g. through a process of solid state diffusion and transformation, as solid diffusion of carbon would result in significant isotopic and chemical heterogeneity.

5.4. Fluid speciation

Diamond may precipitate from either reduced or oxidised fluids (Fig. 8). In the case of a reduced fluid (e.g. methane-bearing fluids), nitrogen is compatible with any crystallising diamond, leading to correlated $\delta^{13}$C-$\delta^{15}$N-N covariances (Thomassot et al., 2007). In the case of oxidised fluids or melts (i.e. carbonate- or CO2-bearing fluids or melts), the situation is more complex. It has been suggested that nitrogen would tend to behave in an incompatible manner (Boyd et al., 1994a; Cartigny et al., 2001a), resulting in uncorrelated $\delta^{13}$C-$\delta^{15}$N-N covariation in crystallising diamond will result. It should be possible to distinguish between these various fractionation trends (Fig. 8) because of opposing methane-diamond and carbonate-diamond fractionation factors (O$_{diamond}$-methane > 1 and O$_{diamond}$-carbonate-CO2 = 1, Bottinga, 1969). However, diamonds from the present study are characterised by rather small variations of $\delta^{13}$C-$\delta^{15}$N (Figs. 2, 3 and 7), and therefore no clear trend as calculated for the various fractionation models can be recognised (Fig. 8).
Overall, the lack of a clear correlation between $\delta^{13}$N, $\delta^{15}$C and N content would seem to indicate that diamond crystallisation in Kaalvallei eclogite xenolith K8/109 results from the metasomatic infiltration of a carbonate/CO$_2$-like fluid (Boyd et al., 1994a; Cartigny et al., 2001a), with incompatible behaviour of nitrogen during diamond growth. Fairly rapid diamond growth is indicated by the relatively high nitrogen content of the diamonds.

5.5. Implications for all diamonds from Kaalvallei

The diamond-bearing eclogite xenoliths from Kaalvallei exhibit broadly similar characteristics and are clearly of the Group I variety (Viljoen, 1994, 2005). Major element compositions in garnets and clinopyroxenes also do not show any consistent heterogeneity amongst these eclogites. Garnet and clinopyroxene compositions show a general evolutionary trend ranging from Mg-rich compositions to Ca- and Fe-enrichment. Garnets have Cr- and Mn-poor compositions and are pyrope-rich (py$_{44}$-py$_{70}$) with similar almandine (al$_{18}$-al$_{55}$) and grossular (gr$_{23}$-gr$_{72}$) contents. Magnesium numbers range from 55.1 to 72.8 and from 62 to 83.7 for garnets and clinopyroxenes respectively. Low TiO$_2$ concentrations are present in amounts of 0.14 to 1.01 wt.% for garnet, and 0.10 to 0.53 wt.% for cpx. Chromium contents are consistently low, as is typical for most eclogitic garnets and clinopyroxenes worldwide (a maximum of 0.89 wt.% Cr$_2$O$_3$ in garnet and 0.26 wt.% Cr$_2$O$_3$ in clinopyroxene, respectively). Na$_2$O concentrations range from 0.04 to 0.19 wt.% in garnets and 1.26 to 6 wt.% in omphacitic clinopyroxenes.

The diamonds in the eclogite xenoliths from Kaalvallei all exhibit similar $\delta^{13}$C and FTIR-derived mantle residence temperatures (Viljoen, 1994, 2005; Kiviets, 2000), with the exception of diamonds in Kaalvallei xenolith K5 which have $\delta^{13}$C = −11.4% — suggesting formation at a different time and/or temperature, from a distinct fluid (Kiviets, 2000).

Based on petrographic, mineralogical, and geochemical similarities, including comparable thermobarometry, the known diamond-bearing eclogites from Kaalvallei compare favourably with sample K8/109. In view of this, we suggest that the majority of the diamonds from Kaalvallei result from a metasomatic process of diamond crystallisation involving the infiltration of fluids into a pre-existing eclogite substrate. Although the nature and speciation of the fluid remains unclear, our data do suggest that mantle-related fluids contributed to a very large extent to the genesis of eclogitic diamonds in the mantle below this kimberlite.

5.6. Implications for diamond genesis worldwide, and for the geochemistry of the Kaapvaal craton

Based on evidence suggesting that many mantle-derived eclogite xenoliths may represent subducted and recycled oceanic crust (Jagoutz et al., 1984; Jacob et al., 1994; Barth et al., 2000, 2002; Spetsius et al., this issue), possibly of even Archean age (Shirey et al., 1984; Jacob et al., 1994; Barth et al., 2000, 2002; Spetsius et al., this issue), possibly of even Archean age (Shirey et al., 1984; Jacob et al., 1994; Barth et al., 2000, 2002; Spetsius et al., this issue), it has been proposed that diamonds in eclogite nodules may represent carbon which have been subducted along with associated oceanic crust (Gurney, 1991; references therein). However, evidence for the de-coupling of diamond formation from the formation of the host xenolith through a process of metasomatic diamond formation, includes 3D X-ray tomography of eclogite xenoliths (Schulze et al., 1996; Keller et al., 1999) which demonstrate that diamonds may occur in metasomatic veins; various trace element studies of inclusions in diamond (Stachel et al., 2004); the chemistry of fluids trapped during the growth of fibrous and/or coated diamonds (Navon, 1999); the presence of a metasomatic suite of mineral inclusions in diamond (Loest et al., 2003); and evidence for diamond crystallisation in a peridotite xenolith related to an infiltrating methane-rich fluid (Tomassatot et al., 2007). All of these studies considered together imply that either carbonate/CO$_2$ or methane-bearing fluids (or melts) are widespread in the subcratonic lithosphere and is a key component of the diamond crystallisation process.

Of the three diamond-bearing xenoliths that have been investigated thus far (Tomassatot et al., 2007; this study; Ishikawa et al., 2008), all are characterised by diamonds with enriched $^{13}$C and comparatively small variations in $\delta^{13}$C, with comparatively high N content. Values of $\delta^{15}$N range from −−7‰ in the present study to −8‰ in some instances (Tomassatot et al., 2007; Ishikawa et al., 2008). More studies of diamond populations from xenoliths are required, particularly in the case of diamonds with comparatively low nitrogen content.

All of these studies have recognised a role for metasomatism as an agent in diamond crystallisation. Although the involvement of methane-rich fluids is clearly indicated (Tomassatot et al., 2007), neither the present study nor the study of Ishikawa et al. (2008) provide formal proof for the involvement of carbonatitic metasomatism in diamond crystallisation. However, some recent studies (e.g. Schrauder and Navon, 1993; Loest et al., 2003; Klein-BenDavid et al., 2004) have hinted at evidence for the existence of this type of fluid during diamond crystallisation.

It is therefore clear that not all eclogitic diamonds form directly from the recycling of oceanic crust, and associated carbon.

6. Conclusions

Nitrogen thermometry of multiple diamonds in a unique diamond-bearing eclogite xenolith from the Kaalvallei kimberlite in South Africa supports a single diamond growth event. The xenolith therefore provides an opportunity to study a single diamond population in a typical eclogite locality. Although $\delta^{15}$N and trace element compositions of constituent garnets and clinopyroxene in the xenolith can be reconciled with a recycled hydrothermally altered oceanic crust origin, the carbon and nitrogen isotopic composition of the diamonds, and observed compositional ranges in nitrogen are consistent with a model of diamond genesis from a mantle-related fluid with a high C/N ratio. Our data therefore reinforce the model of metasomatic diamond crystallisation, and places the origin of the carbon source to eclogitic diamonds within the Earth’s mantle.
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